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ABSTRACT
The nine years of data used in the present study are the result of collaboration between
the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Honolulu, and officers of MARIPOSA and MONTEREY of Matson Navigation Company. The temperature of intake water and a sample of
it for salinity determination were obtained every 4 hours on 78 transequatorial voyages
between Pago Pago (14°S 171 °W) and Honolulu (21 ° N 158°W). This unique time series of
systematic measurements permits reliable estimates of certain climatological features for the
first time. Furthermore, anomalous conditions appear clearly in specific years.
Navifacial (sea-surface) temperature is portrayed by isotherms on a graph with latitude
and time (9 years) as coordinates, and navifacial salinity is portrayed by isohalines on a similar graph. Anomalously high temperatures, especially within 5° of the equator, occurred
during parts of the years 1957-1959 and 1963-1965. Mean annual variations also are portrayed against latitude. Of special interest, the equatorial thermal minimum is found to be
lowest twice a y ear, in February and September, and some evidence is found that this double
cycle is related to the strength of the trade winds near the equator. Salinity and precipitation
are compared with each other in their variations with latitude and season; the results are inconclusive.
I. Introduction. The U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (now National
Marine Fisheries Service), Honolulu, arranged with officers of the Matson
Navigation Company liners MARIPOSA and MONTEREY to record the temperature and to bottle a salinity sample of injection water along the transequatorial
tracks between Honolulu (Hawaii) and Papeete (Tahiti) and between Honolulu and Pago Pago (Samoa) and also along tracks ending at California ports.
1. This paper was presented in preliminary form at The Ocean World, Tokyo, General Symposium
on Long-term Air-sea Interaction, 24 September I 970.
Accepted for publication and submitted to press 18 January 1972.
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I.

M ap of the track of the Matson liners between Pago Pago and Honolulu . There are rainfall records from each of the stations named.

The program began in November 1956 (Austin 1960) and still continues (the
same liners are now operated by Pacific Far East Line). The present study is
confined to the track between Honolulu and Pago Pago (Fig. 1) and to the
78 voyages from March 1957 to January 1966. The water is drawn from a
depth of only 2 m below the naviface or sea surface, so the variables are called
navifacial temperature and salinity (Montgomery 1969a).
Our purpose is to present some of the results of this unique series of measurements along a track crossing the equator near 165°W. Earlier papers give
some results concerning current, wind, and navifacial temperature along the
H onolulu-Suva steam track, which crosses the equator near 170°W (Hepworth
1898, 1900, Patterson and Smith 1929, Patterson 1933). In a study of a different region L emasson ( 1966) presents some features of navifacial temperature
and salinity along the track between N oumea and Sydney.
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The entire track connecting H onolulu and Pago Pago is exposed to the
trade winds for at least part of the year, but the trades are lacking between 5°S
and Pago Pago from November to April (Crowe 1949). Each zone of trades
is strongest in spring: the northeast trades in M arch-April, the southeast trades
in July-August (Crowe 1950 : table n). M ean monthly cloudiness along
165°W determined by satellite during 1965-1969 is minimum between 2.5 °S
and 2.5°N throughout the year (about 3 octas), is maximum between 5°N
and 10°N throughout the year (about 5 octas), and shows a secondary minimum
between 12.5°N and 27.5 °N (about 3.5 octas) according to 2.5 °-quadrangle
numerical listings supplied us by James C. Sadler (maps for two years have
been presented by Sadler 1969).
The navifacial ocean currents crossing this intertropical track fl ow west
except fo r the countercurrents. The N orth Equatorial Countercurrent vari es
seasonally. When well developed, during August-December, it occupies the
zone from 5°N to 10°N and its speed is commonly 1.0-1.5 kn (Montgomery
and Stroup 1962: 33). In March-May this countercurrent is weak, narrow,
and closer to the equator (Puls 1895, Wyrtki and Kendall 1967). The South
Equatorial Countercurrent is less developed and less studied, but its axis has
been reported to lie near 10°S (Tsuchiya 1970).
All the stations named in Fig. 1 have rainfall records, which will be discussed in § 5. Canton Island is of special interest as the source of temperature
and rainfall records that Bjerknes (1969) has related to changes in atmospheric
circulation.
2. Observations and their Reduction. Temperatures were read from a mercurial thermometer on the condenser head in the engine room and were
recorded to the nearest degree Fahrenheit, sometimes to the nearest half degree.
The readings have not been corrected in any way. Simultaneously with the
thermometer readings, water samples were drawn from a seawater tap, also in
the engine room. The salinities of the samples were later determined at BCF,
H onolulu.
The observations were scheduled to occur every four hours according to
local ship time whi le at sea. The vessels cruise at about 20 kn, so the spacing
between observations is abo ut 80 nautical miles (148 km). BCF prepared a
computer printout that shows date, time, position, navifacial temperature and
sali nity, and wet- and dry-bulb air temperature on the bridge. W e have resolved some discrepancies in the printout by consulting the ori ginal log sheets
kindly lent us by BCF.
For each voyage we have found the temperature and salinity at each degree
of latitude by linear interpolation. These interpolated values serve as data for
all purposes below.
T emperature and salinity as functions of latitude and time are presented in
Fig. 2.
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Next, the 12 mean monthly temperatures and salinities at e~ch degree_ of
latitude from 19°N to 12°S were obtained by averaging the nme Januaries,
nine Februaries, etc., during the period January 1957 to December 1965.
Of these 108 months, 8 included two voyages, which were averaged, and 61
included a single voyage. The remaining 39 months lacked any voyage and
were filled in with extrapolated values. · Each of these values was obtained by
starting from the nearest observed month and adding (with proper sign) the
average observed change between the appropriate adjacent months in other
years. Three such additions were required to reach the middle of the longest
gap, 5 months. The purpose of this method for filling gaps in the time series is
to avoid the use of linear interpolation, which smooths out real extremes.
Temperature anomaly is depicted in Fig. 3, as suggested to us by J. Bjerknes.
The anomaly for each degree of latitude on each voyage was obtained by subtracting the mean monthly temperature from the observed temperature. So the
anomaly represents the departure from the average for the latitude and month.
The annual variation in temperature is depicted in Fig. 4, the annual variation in salinity in Fig. 5. These graphs represent the mean monthly values at
each degree of latitude.
The annual variation in the water's navifacial steric anomaly (specific
volume minus 0.97264 x I o-3 m3 /kg) is depicted in Fig. 6. The mean monthly
steric anomaly at each latitude has been computed from the mean monthly
temperature and salinity.
Mean annual temperature, salinity, and steric anomaly at each degree of
latitude are depicted in Fig. 7. The mean annual values are the means of the
12 mean monthly values.2 Fig. 7 also shows the extreme mean monthly values.
The difference between the extremes is the mean annual range.
Note that the mean monthly values are based on a short time series. Although
the nominal length is nine years, actually there are observations in only 4-8
years for each month. Furthermore, there has been no smoothing. Because of
the interpolation to whole degrees of latitude, means for adjacent latitudes are
partly based on common data, but means for latitudes separated by 2° or more
are based on independent data. Time gaps have been filled in by extrapolation,
otherwise the successive months are independent.
Finally, the mean monthly temperature and salinity have been averaged over
pairs of months. The resulting mean bimonthly temperature and salinity have
been used to construct the six temperature-salinity diagrams in Fig. 8.
In testing the temperature readings for bias we have found, first, that there
is no systematic difference between the MARIPOSA and MONTEREY readings.
Second, by comparing the navifacial temperature on some published maps with
the navifacial temperature along the present track, we found the following
results:
2 . T abulated m ean monthly and mean annual temperature, salinity, and steric anomaly at each
degree from 19°N to 12° S (the data for Figs. 4-7) can be requ es ted from either author.
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Maps of Puls (1895) average 1.4 Clower.
Maps of Reid ( I 969) average 1. 2 C lower.
Maps of La Violette and Seim ( 1969) average 0.3 C lower.
Reid's data, which are limited to expeditions, presumably have the smallest
error, though they are not so well distributed in time and space as could be
desired for such a comparison. The maps of L a Violette and Seim are "based
primarily on ship injection temperature data" and are close to the present data.
Saur (1963) reports a study showing that injection temperature is 0.7 ± 0.3 C
higher than navifacial temperature, and the reason seems to be that the thermometers are not adequately shielded against the ambient temperature in the
engine room. Clearly, the present temperatures are too high by an amount
something like I C.
Comparison of present salinities with Reid's (1969) salinity maps and with
Seckel's (1962: figs.9, 10, chart 111) figures does not reveal any significant bias.
3. The Time Series. The time-latitude graphs of temperature and salinity in
Fig. 2 overlap in time the similar graphs by Seckel for the period from February
1964 to June 1965 (Trade Wind Zone Oceanography Pilot Study): navifacial
variables along 148°W from 10°N to 26.5°N (Seckel 1968: fig. 6); 10-m
variables along 15 7°W from I 1.5°N to 25°N (Seckel 1969: fig. 1). The
present time series along a linear track also overlaps the series of maps of navifacial temperature for each month during 1949-1962 that were prepared by
Eber, Saur, and Sette (1968). Some of the present features can be seen in two
dimensions and in broader scale on those maps.
Examination of Fig. 2 reveals three sorts of change: latitudinal change,
seasonal change, and irregular or anomalous time change.
It is well recognized that the trade winds cause equatorial upwelling and
lowered navifacial temperature in the eastern and central Pacific Ocean. The
equatorial thermal minimum, with accompanying maxima north and south of
the equator, is seen to prevail most of the time. The minimum shows a semiannual cycle every year from 1957 to 1961, the minimum being lower in both
February and September. The semiannual cycle is seen more clearly in Fig. 4.
The North Pacific thermal maximum often lies between 5°N and 10°N, in
the North Equatorial Countercurrent, but sometimes equatorward of 5°N.
The South Pacific thermal maxi mum is even more variable in position, ranging
anywhere from 5°S to 14°S, and even farther south. At the northern and
southern ends of the track, lowered winter temperature is seen to have occurred each year.
The salinity panel in Fig. 2 shows, near 5°S, a maximum that persists most
of the time and that for convenience will be called the equatorial high salinity.
In it the annual range is small. The well-known minimum near 10°-11 °N
will be called the intertropical low salinity. It is almost continuous in time and,
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2.

Temperature, Celsius (upper panel), and salinity, per mil (lower panel), along the track
between Pago Pago and Honolulu. Each voyage is marked by a tick at the top. Temperature exceeding 29 C is hatched horizontally, temperature below 27 C is hatched vertically. Salinity exceeding 35.4 per mil is hatched horizontally, salinity below 34.6 per mil
is hatched vertically.

furthermore, shows a marked annual variation, the lowest salinity coming in
or near December each year. At the southern end of the track, salinity is lowest
rather regularly in March-April.
The semiannual variation in equatorial temperature and the large annual
variations in salinity at I o 0 N and 11 °Sare some of the most interesting features
derived from the present data.
The equatorial minimum in temperature was anomalously weak or absent
in late 1957 and early 1958, the time of the great and widespread positive
anomaly in navifacial temperature (Sette and Isaacs 1960). Positive anomalies
occurred again in early 1959, late 1963, and late 1965. These four times of
positive anomaly of navifacial temperature are the same as those at Canton
Island (2°48'S 171 °43'W) (Bjerknes 1969) and at Christmas Island (1°51'N
157°23'W) (Seckel and Yong 1970: fig. 3). Bjerknes regards "the much
longer periods of cool ocean" as normal, the warm periods as anomalous.
N ote that Bj erknes ( I 969: fig. 1 I) compares the Canton Island sea temperature with the equatorial sea temperature at 165°W during 1957-1967, the
latter time series apparently being part of the Matson data presented here.
Temperature anomaly, Fig. 3, is remarkable for revealing that the largest
anomalies occur at or near the equator; anomalies exceeding 2 C are confined
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F igure 3. T emperature anoma ly, Celsius, along the track bet ween P ago Pago and Honolulu. Positive anomalies are hatched.

to the zone with in 7° of the equator, and most are within 3°. The meridional
extent of the outstanding anomalies is easily seen. In 1957-1958 the positive
anomaly exceeding I C extends from about 6°N to about 6°S for 8 months.
The 1963-1964 anomaly is less extensive, but the 1965-1966 anomaly is
nearly as extensive as the first .
W yrtki (1965), similarly, found large equatorial anomalies in connection
w ith his study of the annual variation in navifacial temperature during 19471960. H e notes that " H igher root mean square deviations of 0.3 to 0.5 Care
fo und .. . in the equatorial area," but this is only a passing comment; he does
not indi cate the extent of his equatorial area.
Salinity also is especially anomalous in 1957-1958 (Fig. 2). A large positive
anomaly (s > 36.0 per mil) found along the southern part of the track during
late 195 7 could be an intrusion from the east, where the tropical high-salinity
belt is more extreme (see Reid 1969 : fig. 3). The lowest equatorial salinity is
fo und at the 195 7-1958 transition, just when rainfall was exceptionally heavy
at Canton Island (Bjerknes 1969: fig. 1); however, there is no notable salinity
drop at the times of heavy Canton Island rainfall at the transitions in 1958-

1959, 1963-1964, 1965-1966.
4. Mean M onthly and M ean A nnual Values
¥ · Temperature. M ean monthly temperature (Fi g. 4) shows that the upwell ing minimum at or near the equator is present in each month of the year.
The mean ann ual thermal minimum (F ig. 7) is 28. 0 C at 0-1 °N. The mean
annual maxi mum north of the equator is 28 .6 C, an excess of o.6 C, at 6°-7 °N.
The mean annual maximum south of the equator is 29 .5 C, an excess of I. 5 C,
at I o 0 S. These are the fi rst systematic measurements over a series of years.
For the first time, suitable data are avai lable for determining the climatology of
the equatorial thermal minimum, which cannot be reliably estimated from
scattered ships' measurements. Remember, however, that the present temperatures are too high by something like I C .
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Figure 4. Annual and meridional variations in mean navifacial temperature, Celsius, along the track
between Pago P ago and Honolulu, 1957-1965.

These values differ somewhat from Lynn's ( 1964) average positions and
temperatures of the extremes, partly because all his transequatorial tracks lie
east of the present track and because they are confined to the months JulyDecember, when the northern maximum is stronger than in the rest of the year.
In annual variation, the equatorial low temperature reaches its primary
minimum in February, 27.1 Cat o 0 ; its primary maximum in July, 28.4 C
at 1°N; its secondary minimum in September, 27.6 Cat o 0 ; and its secondary
maximum in N ovember-December, 28.1 Cat 2°-3°N. These results can be
compared with Puls's (1895) and Barkley's (1968), both of whom used data
sets that are independent of the present set. Puls's monthly maps of navifacial
isotherms (and currents) indicate that at I 65°W the equatorial low temperature
reaches a minimum of 25.8 C in February, a secondary minimum of 26.1 C in
A ugust-September, and maxima of about 27.0 C in May and October.
Barkley's quarterly maps of conditions at a depth of Io m indicate that at
165°W the equatorial low temperature reaches a minimum of 25 C in January
-March and a maximum of 27 C in October-December. Both of these sets
support the February minimum, which, therefore, is well established. The
secondary minimum in September is supported by Puls. All three sets indicate
maximum du~ing the ~uarter October-December. The present July maximum could easily be shifted to June, which would agree better with Puls's
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May maximum. Thus, the present semiannual variation is essentially supported
by independent data, but perhaps the primary and secondary maxima are interchanged and slightly displaced.
In meridional distribution, the two maxima and two minima in mean
monthly temperature extend, with rather uniform phase, from 5°N to 5°S.
Further support is found in Wyrtki's (1965) maps of the annual and semiannual harmonics of navifacial temperature derived from data for 1947-1960,
although his data presumably include some Matson observations and, therefore,
are not fully independent of the present data. Although he disclaims significance
for the semiannual constituent in the intertropical central Pacific Ocean, we
find a noteworthy feature on his maps: between 13°N and 11°S, along the
track between Pago Pago and Honolulu, the semiannual constituent has an
amplitude between 0.25 and 0.50 C and a phase of about 135°. This phase
means that the lowest temperature occurs in mid-February and mid-August.
Thus, Wyrtki's maps agree rather closely in both magnitude and phase with
the present semiannual variation in the equatorial thermal minimum, and they
indicate an even wider meridional distribution of this variation.
At Christmas Island, however, the second minimum and maximum are
absent or weak. Seckel and Yong ( 1970) have graphed the navifacial temperature at Christmas Island for the years 1954- 1969. Their curve of mean
annual variation shows the minimum of 26.0 C in January- February, the
maximum of 27.0 C in May- June. The curve is flat from August to December and gives no clear evidence of a minimum and a maximum during these
months.
The annual variations in the positions of the thermal maxima on either side
of the equatorial thermal minimum and the annual variations in the temperature
contrasts are rather scattered because of the deficiencies mentioned in § 2: the
short record and the lack of smoothing. While Puls's maps strikingly illustrate
the coincidence of the North Pacific thermal maximum with the North
Equatorial Countercurrent most of the time (Montgomery and Stroup 1962:
25), the present temperatures are less uniform in this respect. They indicate
that, while the thermal maximum tends to lie between the Countercurrent
edges (as shown on Puls's maps), the thermal maximum is often close to the
so uthern edge. In spite of the shortcomings, the present results merit attention.
The northern thermal maximum can be compared with readings from Puls's
maps (which do not extend far enough south to include the southern maximum
in all months). Both maxima can be compared with Patterson and Smith's
( 1929) values derived from thermograph records along the equatorial crossings
of AoRANGI at 17 0°W in 1927-1928. The maximum temperature rise northward from the equatorial low is r .5 C to 9°N in September (Puls 2.0 C to
8°N in September, P and S 1.4 C to 5.5°N in northern autumn); the secondary
maximum is 1.0 C to 5°- 7°N in February (Puls 1.3 C to 7°N in March);
he secondary minimum is 0.4 C to 4 °-7°N in D ecember (Puls o. 7 C to 7°N
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in January); and the minimum is 0.3 C to 6°N in May (Pu!s 0.5 C to 4°N in
May, P and S o.6 C to 4.5°N in northern winter). The maximum temperature
rise southward from the equatorial low is 2.8 C to 12°S in February (P and S
2.6 C to 13°S in southern summer); and the minimum is 0.9 C to 6°-7°S in
August (P and S 0.9 C to 7°S in southern winter). There is an encouraging
amount of agreement between these independent measurements.
4b. Salinity. The discussion of salinity is facilitated by reference to Reid's
(1969) new pair of climatological maps of navifacial salinity for NovemberApril and May-October. Reid used data from serial stations, so his results are
independent of the present results.
The intertropical low salinity forms a continuous band across the Pacific
Ocean, the axial salinity increasing from the American coast westward beyond
1 70°W and then decreasing to the Philippine Islands. Mean annual salinity
along the present track (Fig. 7) shows that the intertropical minimum lies at
10°-11°N, with a value of 34.36 per mil. Lynn found the average minimum
at 10°N, with salinity 34.0 per mil. His tracks were farther east, where the
salinity is lower, and, furthermore, he averaged the minima and the corresponding latitudes obtained from individual voyages; so his method yields a
lower average minimum.
The tabulated mean monthly salinity (the basis of Fig. 5) shows that the
intertropical low salinity reaches a minimum of 34.01 per mil at 10°N in
December, when it coincides with the northern edge of the North Equatorial
Countercurrent. In succeeding months the low weakens and moves northward
into the North Equatorial Current and reaches 18°N, with 34.56 per mil, in
June. In this same month a new minimum, with 34.55 per mil at 7°N, appears on the northern edge of the Countercurrent and subsequently grows in
intensity until December. Reid's maps disagree with these results to the extent
that his summer salinity ( < 34.0 per mil) is lower than any of the present mean
monthly values, and his salinity is lower in summer than in winter (34.034.5 per mil). Barkley's I o-m maps agree better with present results. At 165°W
the low salinity on his maps is lowest in the quarter October-December, about
34.0 per mil at 9°N. During January-March the low is weaker and is displaced northward. The low is weakest in April-] une, nearly 34.5 per mil
at 12°N. In July-September the low is at 10°N, with a value of 34. 2
per mil.
South of the equator Reid shows that in the east there is a single maximum,
the Tropic of Capricorn high salinity with values exceeding 36.0 per mil.
In the west, crossing the meridian of Pago Pago, he shows three bands of high
salinity in southern winter, at 5°S, 13°S, and 28°S; each is marked by the 35.5per-mil isohaline. The high-salinity bands near 5°S and 28°S persist through
southern summer, but the one at I 3°S is replaced with a marked axis of low
salinity (appearing somewhat like a counterpart of the intertropical low salinity
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F igure 5. Annual and meridional variations in mean navifacial salinity, per mil, along the track
between Pago Pago and Honolulu, 1957-1965.

north of the equator). Thus, there is a large annual salinity variation surrounding Samoa and extending from about 150°W to about 170°E.
The high salinity at 5°S is the equatorial high salinity. It was noted by Lynn
(1964: 72). The present mean annual salinity (Fig. 7) agrees in showing the
maximum at 5°S, the sali nity being 35.49 per mil. At 5°S the mean monthly
salinity ranges only from 35.32 per mil in March to 35.62 per mil in September. Unlike Reid's map, Fig. 5 does not show separate zones of high salinity
at 5°S and 13°S in southern winter, but shows a wide belt of rather uniformly
high salinity from 5°S to I 2°S in September-October. The low salinity of
so uthern summer reaches its minimum at 11 °S in March-April, with salinity
34.83 per mil.
This latitude, 11 °S, shows the largest annual variation in salinity (Fig. 7),
a range of 0.81 per mil, from 34.83 per mil in March-April to 35.64 per mil
in September. These values agree with Reid's maps, which show that this
region of large annual variation is limited to the western Pacific Ocean; farther
east the Capricorn belt of high salinity prevails throughout the year.
The other zone of large annual variation nearly coincides with the intertropical low salinity and is centered at 10°N, where the range is o.66 per mil,
from 34.01 per mil in December to 34.67 per mil in June. A minor maximum
in annual range is found at the equator: 0.45 per mil, from 35.02 per mil in
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Figure 6. Annual and meridional variations in mean navifacial steric anomaly along the track between
Pago Pago and Honolulu, 1957-1965. The unit is centiliter per ton, or ro- 8 m3/kg. (At
O = 500 cl/t, <Jt = 22.87 kg/m3; at O = 600 cl/ t, <Jt = 2 r.8 2 kg/ m3) .

January to 35.47 per mil in July. The minima in annual range are o. 16 per mil
at 3°S (within the equatorial high salinity), 0.29 per mil at 2°N, and 0.25 per
mil at 17°N.
In the intertropical Atlantic Ocean there are no time series of salinity
measurements, but the available data were used by Bohnecke (1936: Beilage
XLIX) and Smed (1943: figs. 13-14) to prepare maps of the annual variation.
They find a zone of maximum range between 5°N and 1o 0 N, the range being
as large as 1.2 per mil (Smed) and 1.5 per mil (Bohnecke), the high salinity
occurring in March or April. Bohnecke shows another zone of maximum
range, not so strong, at about 1o 0 S. He shows a minimum range close to the
equator, about 0.25 per mil. These features are much the same as those in the
Pacific Ocean.
4c. Specific Volume. Steric anomaly (Fig. 6), like temperature, shows an upwelling minimum near the equator throughout the year-the equatorial steric
low. Reid's two maps of navifacial sigma-t indicate that in both seasons this
feature extends from the G alapagos Islands westward to about 1 6o 0 E. Mean
annual steric anomaly (Fig. 7) shows the minimum of 523 cl/t at 1°S (the
temperature minimum is at o-1 °N). The North Pacific steric maximum is
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600 cl/t at 8° . The South Pacific steric maximum, 577 cl/t at 10°S, is only
slightly weaker. These maxima are more nearly symmetrical about the equator
than are the thermal maxima. N ote that steric anomaly is too high by about
30 cl/t if temperature is too high by about 1 C.
L ynn found the North Paci fic steric maximum to be 600 cl/tat 9°N, while
his South Pacific maximum is barely perceptible. H e emphasizes that the steric
anomaly is striki ngly larger in the northern hemisphere than in the southern
hemisphere, but we believe that this difference results from his low-latitude
data being confined to the months July-December.
The equatorial steric low varies semiannually. The primary minimum occurs
in F ebruary, 487 cl/t at 1°S; the secondary minimum occurs in September,
508 cl/tat 2°S; and the maxima occ ur in Apri l, 531 cl/tat o°, and in December, 5 36 cl/t at 4 °S. The phase of each of these extremes is supported by
Barkley's quarterly maps ofsigma-t at I O m, and the latitudes agree within I 0 •
The steric low lies on the equator during March-June but at I 0 -4 °S during
the other months.
The North Pacific steric high reaches its maximum in September-October,
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644 cl/tat 9°N, and its minimum in March, 563 cl/tat 7°N. Throughout the
year the North Pacific high moves only between 6°N and 9°N, and appare~tly
it remains within the North Equatorial Countercurrent. The South Pacific
steric high reaches its maximum in April, 626 cl/tat 11°S, and its minimum
in September, 536 cl/tat 7°S. The phases of these highs are also supported by
Barkley's maps, and the latitudes agree within 2°. The annual variations in the
two steric highs nearly agree in season and magnitude.
Northward from Honolulu, steric anomaly does not always decrease monotonically with increasing latitude. During summer both Lynn and Reid find
that steric anomaly reaches a minimum of about 400 cl/t near 29°N and a
maximum of about 440 cl/t near 36°N before declining again toward still
higher latitudes. (The minimum occurs just north of the Tropic of Cancer
salinity maximum, and the northward steric-anomaly increase coincides with
the northward decrease in salinity during summer, when temperature is relatively uniform in the subtropical zone).
The mean annual range in steric anomaly is least, 40 cl/t, at 4 °-5°S, where
the annual variations in both temperature and salinity are small (Fig. 7). The
mean annual range has a maximum, 92 cl/t, at 9°N, essentially corresponding
to the maximum in the annual range of salinity. The mean annual range in
steric anomaly is largest, 11 o cl/t, at the southern end of the track, 1 2°S, where
temperature and salinity are opposite in phase. The range presumably increases
poleward from each end of the track and, like the temperature range (Schott
I 935), reaches maxima somewhere in middle latitudes.
4d. Temperature-salinity Diagrams. The bimonthly meridional navifacial
temperature-salinity diagrams in Fig. 8 show the correlation between averaged
temperature and averaged salinity. The picture is admittedly inadequate,
because the scatter of the individual observations is concealed. But the diagrams
help in understanding the relations between extremes (and gradients) in temperature, salinity, and steric anomaly. And the diagrams offer a first view of
the seasonal variation along a meridional track. For background, see Lynn's
t,s-curve extending from 49°N to 67°S.
A good starting point for discussing the t,s-curves is the off-scale Tropic of
Cancer high salinity, a pronounced permanent belt occupying most of the
width of the North Pacific Ocean. According to Barkley's maps the salinity
maximum north of Hawaii is at 25°-30°N, with values exceeding 35.25 per
mil in each quarter (Lynn lists 35.5 per mil and 25 C at 29°N).
As one progresses southward, salinity decreases greatly, 1 .o per mil or more,
into the intertropical low salinity, the northernmost extreme encountered on
the present track, where the salinity minimum moves annually from 7°N to
18°N . Its large annual variations in strength and latitude have been described.
From January to June the minimum salinity is weakening and moving northward. A new minimum forms in June at a much lower latitude and then intensifies till December.
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T he next extreme is the North Pacific steric maximum, which remains at
6°-9°N th ro ughout the year and is strongest in September-October. The
intertropical salinity minimum lies far north of the steric maximum during
January- May, but during the rest of the year the two extremes are close
together, appearing to coincide in September- October.
N ext comes the N orth Pacific thermal maximum, which is variable in position, as already noted. According to the mean monthly values the thermal
maximum li es 0-3° closer to the equator than does the steric maximum, yet
both maxima seem to be usually within the North Equatorial Countercurrent.
Next comes the equatorial thermal minimum, which is noticeably stronger
in F ebruary and in September. The equatorial steric minimum, according to
these mean bimonthly values, lies 0-4 ° farther south.
The next extreme is the equatorial high salinity at 4 °- 7°S, with values uni-
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formly near 29 C, 35.5 per mil, 540 cl/t. In September-October the high
salinity becomes much broader; there is nearly uniform water from 4 °S to
I 2°S.
South of the equatorial high salinity, in November-June, there are the South
Pacific thermal maximum, the South Pacific steric high, and the salinity low.
The order of the three is variable, and some may lie south of I 2°S. During
J anuary-May, however, the three extremes nearly coincide at about 11 °-12°S,
with values of about 29.5 C, 34.8-35.1 per mil, and about 600 cl/t. This
relation is somewhat like the relation between the extremes at the intertropical
low sali nity north of the equator. The present t,s-curves for the naviface south
of the equator are different from Lynn's curve, which is based on conditions
farther east.
Southward from the present track, R eid's maps show that salinity increases
again to a maximum near 28°S, where salinity exceeds 35.5 per mil and temperature is 18-24 C. To reach this place on the t,s-diagram, the curve apparently crosses itself in most seasons but perhaps not in September-October.
The mean t,s-curves in Fig. 8 are rather simple in that there are no pronounced crossings. Undoubtedly, the curves for individual voyages are not all
so simple.
5. R elation of Temperature to Wind. The equatorial thermal minimum is recognized to be the consequence of equatorial upwelling produced by the easterly
winds. Therefore, changes in equatorial navifacial temperature must result in
part from changes in wind within a zone bounded by parallels some 5° north
and so uth of the equator. These parallels are intentionally placed poleward of
latitude 3°, which in Cromwell's (1953) model is the lowest lati tude where the
simple Ekman mass transport is attai ned.
Convenient summari es of time series of winds in the equatorial zone of the
central Pacific O cean are hard to find, but for Canton Island the mean annual
variation in speed of the surface wind has been published. When this annual
variation is compared with the equatorial navifacial temperature on the present
track, close agreement is found if the wind variation is inverted and sh ifted
forward one month, as in Fi g. 9. In other words, in annual course the temperature appears to vary almost inversely as the wind speed in the previous month .
The close agreement in Fig. 9 must be fortu itous. Neither set of data is ideal
for comparison. Instead of average wind speed, average east component of wind
velocity wou ld be more pertinent. The periods of measurement are neither long
nor identical. One atoll site for measuring wind and one spot for measuring
water temperature can hardly determine the broad-scale magnitude of equatorial
~pwe_lling in the _central Pacific Ocean. N everth eless, the preliminary comparison 1s encouragmg and may stimulate more systematic measurement of the
trade winds and more systematic study of th ei r relation to equatorial temperature.
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6. R elation of Salinity to P recipitation. Salinity is infl.uenced by water
motion (convection), by evaporation, and by precipitation. Of these three
facto rs, rainfall is the only one directly measured and is the only one examined
here. Even rainfall is not measured at sea, but fortunately the present track lies
near a number of islands where rainfall has been recorded (Fig. 1 ) . Mean
monthly and mean annual values are summarized in Fig. 1 o so that they can
be compared with the meridional and annual variations in salinity.
The tables of monthly rainfall used in preparing Fig. Io have been assembled
from various sources. Published data have been taken from World W eather
Records, from Monthly Climatic Data for the World, and from Schott's
(1938) climatology. Manuscript records have generously been made available
to us by the Meteorological Office, Bracknell, United Kingdom (for Sydney
Island), by Service de la Meteorologie, N ew Caledonia (for Uvea Island), and
by Ronald C . Taylor, D epartment of Meteorology, University of Hawaii (for
French Frigate Shoals, Palmyra Island , Washington I., Christmas I., Penrhyn
I., Manihiki I., Pukapu ka I., and Swains I.).
Most of the islands are small and low, so the measured rainfall is probably
not far different, on the average, from the rainfall where the sea is undisturbed
by land infl.uence.
T wo zones of light rainfall ( < 1000 mm/a) and two zones of heavy
rainfall (> 2000 mm/a) stand out in Fig. 10, and they correspond to the
cloudiness zones mentioned in § 1. Rainfall is light in the equatorial dry
zone from 2°N to 4°S, just north of the zone of equatorial hi gh salinity.
Rainfall is li ght again at the north ernmost islands, which border on the
Tropic of Cancer high salinity. Rainfall is very large at Palmyra Island at 6°N,
but the island gap from there to 17°N leaves the axis of the rainfall maxi mum
undetermined in latitude and intensity. These quantities would be of interest
in relation to the cloudiness maximum between 5°N and I o 0 N and in rela-
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tion to the intertropical low salinity near 10°N . In the south, rainfall is
large in the zone extending at least from 9°S to 14°S. Thus, there is some
negative relation between annual rainfall and mean annual salinity, but, as is
to be expected, the relation is not close. Water motion and evaporation are
important too.
The next question is, to what extent does the annual variation in rainfall
account for the annual variation in salinity? From 9°S to 14°S most of the
islands show maximum rainfall in D ecember or J anuary. The largest annual
variation in salinity is at 11 °S, with minimum in March-April. This phase lag
of three months is the one to be expected if the salinity variation were caused
solely by a simple periodic variation in rainfall. From 2°N to 5°N the rainfall
maximum occurs in April or May but the salinity minimum does not come
until O ctober, and the salinity maxi mum following the rai nfall minimum is
even more delayed, so there is no proper relation. At the two northern islands
the rainfall maxi mum in J anuary is nearly right to explain the salinity minimum in May.
Where the phases are properly related, is the rainfall variation large enough
to explain the observed salinity variation? If a uniform mixed layer of density e,
thickness h, and average salinity So is exposed to a variation in precipitation
minus evaporation (mass per area per time) of amplitude P,, the amplitude of
the salinity variation is
Si=

P,so/ewh,

where w is the frequency, 2 n per annum.3 At Pukapuka Island, which li es at
the latitude ( 11 °S) where the mean annual range in salinity is maximum at
0.81 per mil, the mean annual range in rainfall is 223 mm/mo ; so, if evaporation is treated as constant, P, = I I 2 kg m- •mo- 1 • The thickness of the mixed
layer at this latitude is estimated as about 65 m (see below). Hence, the
fo rmula gives s, = 0.1 I 5 per mil, which is on ly 29 °/o of the observed
amplitude, 0.40 per mil. For L ihue Airport at 22°N, P, = 5 I kg m-•mo- 1
3. T he derivation is based on the ass umption that the ':'i_xed_laye r_exchanges n~ salt and exchanges
water t hrough the naviface only. L et P be the rate of prec1p1tat 1on minu s eva pora t ion, and let s be the
salinity of the m ixed layer. The mass of seawater per unit area is eh, and d(Qh) /dt = P, where ti s time.
The mass of salt per un it area is e hs, which is constant. Hence,

Suppose P = P1 cos (wt - 0), so

ds
P,s
=- cos (wt - 0).
dt
eh
T he small vari at ion in the factor s/eh can be n eglected, so integration gives

s = so - s, sin (w t - 0) ,
where ,, = ? 1 so/ewh. The minimum in , occurs a quarter cycle after the max imum in P.
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and h = 100 m (Bathen 1970: fig. 16); so the computed salinity amplitude
is 0.034 per mil, which is only 16°/o of the amplitude, 0.215 per mil, observed at 19 °N.
A rough allowance for the annual variation in evaporation could be included
by doubling the effect of rainfall, as suggested to us by C. S. Ramage. These
two effects together seem unable to account for the observed annual range in
salinity in these two zones where the phase relations are suitable.
The mixed-layer model, however, is of doubtful validity. The thickness at
1 1°S was estimated on the basis of 36 serial stations between 8°S and 14°S,
most of them ALEXANDER AGASSIZ STYX stations occupied in June-August
1968 and kindly supplied to us by Joseph L. Reid. The mixed-layer thickness
varies from less than 1o m to more than loo m. At half the stations the thickness exceeds 55 m, and at half the stations the thickness is less than 75 m.
Averaging these two values gives 65 m, used above. But some stations show
the mixed layer to be much thinner than this. Furthermore, there is not a
representative sample of stations in summer, when the navifacial water is
warmer and fresher so that stratification may be favored. Hence, the concept
of a persistent, vertically uniform thick layer of changing salinity may not be
realistic. Perhaps the thick layer of winter changes into a series of strata in
summer. A proper study of the "salt storage" (water storage?) depends on the
vertical distribution of salinity at a series of stations suitably distributed in time,
and such a series is not yet available in this region.
This discussion is inconclusive. Series of specially designed stations are needed
before the temporal variations in salinity can be understood. Perhaps the best
estimate at present is that all three influences-precipitation, evaporation, and
convection (especially by currents)-are important in determining the temporal variations in salinity.
In this connection, Neumann (1940) concludes that the annual variation in
salinity in a middle-latitude region of the North Atlantic Ocean is due chiefly
to convection by the Labrador Current. Likewise, Rochford (1969) concludes that the annual variation in salinity off southwest Australia results from
a reversal of Row.
7. Conclusion. We have studied the first nine years of the Matson data obtained between Honolulu and Pago Pago, and some of the results are as follows:
Navifacial temperature anomalies are revealed in both temporal extent and
meridional extent (Fig. 3) . The mean annual variations in temperature, salinity, and specific volume are based on systematic measurements for the first time
(Fig. 4-6). The mean annual variation in the equatorial low temperature is
discovered to show a double cycle, with primary minimum in February and
secondary minimum in September; the equatorial temperature varies inversely
as the strength of the trade wind in the preceding month at Canton Island.
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Navifacial salinity measurements have been far scarcer than those of temperature, so the present systematic measurements of salinity are especially important, and they raise interesting questions about the causes of the observed
variations.
In our opinion this transequatorial time series, obtained by the National
Marine Fisheries Service with the cooperation of the officers of the liners
MARIPOSA and MONTEREY, is of great interest to oceanographers and meteorologists. This important program of cooperative observation should be continued.
This set of data forms rewarding proof of the value of systematic observations repeated along a transequatorial track in the central Pacific Ocean.
Elsewhere (Montgomery 1969b) a proposal has been made for a meridional
intertropical shuttle with a comprehensive program. The present data give a
taste of the kind of results to be expected .
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